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ABSTRACT 
 

This project aims to design an entropy based model to detect anomalies in Internet traffic addressed to IP 
darkspace, formed by a group of IP addresses that are not assigned to any host but also receive unsolicited 
traffic which may be  suspicious.  

We want to obtain an anomaly detection system that does not require deep packet inspection and 
therefore is fast, lightweight and without great computing cost. To do this we calculate for the received 
packets an entropy vector including the parameters source and destination IP addresses, source and 
destination ports, protocol, TCP flags, TTL, and IP length.  

We have compared our results with other methods to try to predict attacks and anomalies previously 
detected and we obtained around 80% accuracy.  

As a first approximation the results are positive. However, we leave as future work to make some 
adjustments to our model to get better predictions.  
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RESUM 
 

En aquest projecte es pretén dissenyar un model basat en entropia que permeti detectar anomalies en el 

tràfic d'internet dirigit a l'IP darkspace, format per un grup d'adreces IP que no estan assignades a cap 

màquina però que igualment reben trànsit no sol · licitat i per tant pot ser , sospitós.  

Volem aconseguir un sistema de detecció d'anomalies que no requereixi inspeccionar profundament els 

paquets i que per tant sigui ràpid, lleuger i sense un gran cost de capacitat computacional. Per a això 

calculem un vector d'entropia dels paquets del trànsit rebut que inclou els paràmetres adreces IP origen i 

destinació, ports d'origen i destinació, protocol, TCP flags, TTL i IP length. 

Hem comparat els nostres resultats amb un altre mètode per tractar de predir tipus anomalies i atacs 

prèviament detectats i hem obtingut una precisió al voltant del 80%.  

Com a primera aproximació els resultats són positius, però es deixa com a treball futur fer reajustaments 

en el model per obtenir millors prediccions.  
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RESUMEN 
 

En este proyecto se pretende diseñar un modelo basado en entropía que permita detectar anomalías en el 
tráfico de internet dirigido al IP darkspace, formado por un grupo de direcciones IP que no están asignadas 
a ninguna máquina pero que igualmente reciben tráfico no solicitado y por lo tanto podría ser, sospechoso. 

Queremos conseguir un sistema de detección de anomalías que no requiera inspeccionar profundamente 
los paquetes y que por tanto sea rápido, ligero y sin un gran coste de capacidad computacional. Para ello 
calculamos un vector de entropía de los paquetes del tráfico recibido que incluye los parámetros 
direcciones IP origen y destino, puertos de origen y destino, protocolo, TCP flags, TTL e IP length.  

Hemos comparado nuestros resultados con otro método para tratar de predecir tipos anomalías y ataques 
previamente detectados y hemos obtenido una precisión en torno al 80%.  

Como primera aproximación los resultados son positivos, no obstante se deja como trabajo futuro hacer 
reajustes en el modelo para obtener mejores predicciones.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

The project is carried out under the supervision of the Communication Network Group at the Institute of 

Telecommunications of the Vienna University of Technology, Austria. 

On the internet it is possible to find “normal” traffic and unsolicited traffic that may be dangerous. IP 

darkspace [1] is a routable space where routers can send traffic but with no hosts attached. IP darkspace 

only contains unsolicited traffic and it is very useful to search for attacks, misconfigurations or abnormal 

packets in general. We analyze some IP darkspace traffic with many known events or attacks and we try to 

find unusual events by using entropy to see if we can obtain the similar detection results like other 

techniques but with less effort.  

There is a lot of IP darkspace data and many known events. We want to deploy a fast analysis (e.g. for early 

warning) and to do so we need lightweight detection. This is why we try entropy instead of full content 

based analysis used by other methods like smee source types (see chapter 3.3). 

The purpose of this project is to develop exploration techniques based on entropy to monitor, detect and 

classify anomalies in the IP darkspace traffic. 

The project main goals are:  

 

 Feature Selection: To select useful network traffic features that allow the representation of 

network traffic flow data in an appropriate way for further entropy-based anomaly detection 

analysis.  

 

 Anomaly Detection: To investigate techniques based on entropy which enable the detection of 

anomalies in the IP darkspace data.  

 

 Evaluation: To test the feature selection and the anomaly detection method by performing the 

analysis of darkspace data and comparing it to an existing content-based network traffic analysis 

method used as benchmark. The dataset to use for testing corresponds to collected traffic data 

from a large darkspace monitor. 
1
 

 

  

                                                                 
1
 Acknowledgment:  Darkspace data has been provided by CAIDA, from the CAIDA UCSD Network 

Telescope Educational Dataset. [57] 
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1.2. APPROACH 

 

Project requirements: 

To obtain an entropy-based Anomaly Detection System that monitors the network for malicious activities 

and classifies anomalies.  

 

 Project specifications: 

- This project analyses Internet Protocol (IP) traffic data destined to an IP darkspace (assigned 

address space but with no active hosts). Therefore, according to the kind of data that arrives to 

the darksapce, the analyzed traffic exclusively corresponds to unwanted traffic (e.g. attacks or 

misconfigurations). 

- Data used is collected by the UCSD Network Telescope, which monitors traffic to a large (/8) dark 

address segment, and is stored in pcap format.  

- Pcap files are postprocessed. 

- Suitable features are selected. 

- From those flow tuples various entropy-based metrics are extracted and combined in a Feature 

Vector. 

- Based on those metrics anomalies (extreme cases) are detected. Anomaly Detection methods are 

applied to the Feature Vectors. 

- Entropy-based detection is used to build classification models able to detect abnormal situations 

and compared to content-based analysis methods. 

 

All the darkspace data that it is used has been previously monitored and collected by the UCSD Network 

Telescope [2], which is a passive traffic monitoring system.  

Once the data is stored in pcap format, the Corsaro tool [3]  is used to translate it to Flow Tuple format. 

“Corsaro is a software suite for performing large-scale analysis of trace data. It was specifically designed to 

be used with passive traces captured by darknets, but the overall structure is generic enough to be used 

with any type of passive trace data.” [4] 

This project extends work previously developed by Tanja Zseby and Felix Iglesias from the Institute of 

Telecommunications of the T.U. Wien, using and modifying existing tools and scripts from the Institute. 

Finally, all the functions to calculate Entropy and to process the data are programmed in MATLAB [5], a 

high-level language used to compute, visualize and program numerical data. It is also possible to do this 

task using Octave [6] instead, a free software alternative to MATLAB that is part of the GNU project [7]. 

Both MATLAB and Octave are mostly compatible. 
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1.3. WORK PLAN 

 

In this section there is a briefly description of the Work Plan contained in the Work Breakdown Structure 

and the Gannt Diagram. Afterwards the complete description of this information is explained in the Work 

Packages. 

 

WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE: 
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GANTT DIAGRAM 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Gantt Diagram 

 

WORK PACKAGES:  

 

Project: Inf. Detec. Anom. IP WP ref: 1 

Major constituent: State of the Art Sheet 1 of 8 

Short description: Gather papers about previous related work and read them Planned start date: 03/03/2014 

Planned end date: 10/03/2014 

Task 1:  Read papers 

Task 2: Make use of other work in the project 

Deliverable: No 

 

Project: Inf. Detec. Anom. IP WP ref: 2 

Major constituent: Work Plan Sheet 2 of 8 

Short description: Write document containing the project proposal and work 
plan 

Planned start date: 06/03/2014 

Planned end date: 08/03/2014 

Task 1: Write a document proposal 

Task 2: Review and corrections 

Deliverable: 14/03/2014 

 

 

Project: Inf. Detec. Anom. IP WP ref: 3 

Major constituent: Feature Selection and Vector Representation Sheet 3 of 8 

Short description: Design a data structure that allows to represent network 
data or traffic in an appropriate way for a further analysis based on entropy 

Planned start date: 10/03/2014 

Planned end date: 31/03/2014 

Task 1: Design structure using some of the information gathered in WP 1 Deliverable: No 
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Project: Inf. Detec. Anom. IP WP ref: 4 

Major constituent: Midterm Review Sheet 4 of 8 

Short description: Review of the work done until this point and revision of 
future work 

Planned start date: 23/04/2014 

Planned end date: 26/04/2014 

Task 1: Write document proposal 
Task 2: Review and corrections 

Deliverable: 30/04/2014 

 

Project: Inf. Detec. Anom. IP WP ref: 5 

Major constituent: System Design Sheet 5 of 8 

Short description: Design a system based on entropy which allows anomaly 
detection in darkspace 

Planned start date: 28/04/2014 

Planned end date: 15/05/2014 

Task 1: Use Corsaro tools and scripts to obtain useful traffic-packet’s fields 

Task 2: Program functions in MATLAB for anomaly detection 

Deliverable: No 

 

Project: Inf. Detec. Anom. IP WP ref: 6 

Major constituent: Evaluation Sheet 6 of 8 

Short description: Carry out an analysis of the darkspace traffic. Then explain 
the results and compare them with alternative systems 

 

Planned start date: 16/05/2014 

Planned end date: 08/06/2014 

Task 1: Analyze darkspace traffic already captured and stored 
Task 2: Explain results 
Task 3: Compare with alternative systems 

Deliverable: 08/06/2014 

 

Project: Inf. Detec. Anom. IP WP ref: 7 

Major constituent: Final Report Sheet 7 of 8 

Short description: Write a document containing the previous work done 

 

Planned start date: 15/04/2014 

Planned end date: 07/07/2014 

Task 1: Write document proposal 
Task 2: Review and corrections 

Deliverable: 07/07/2014 

 

Project: Inf. Detec. Anom. IP WP ref: 8 

Major constituent: Conference Paper Sheet 8 of 8 

Short description: Write a conference paper 

 

Planned start date: 01/07/2014 

Planned end date: 31/07/2014 

Task 1: Write document proposal 
Task 2: Review and corrections 

Deliverable: 31/07/2014 
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1.4. DEVIATIONS FROM INITIAL PLAN 

 

Some schedule modifications happened due to personal reasons. It has been not possible to keep working 

in the practical area of the project during the month of April, but in compensation this document was 

started before the expected date. 

Nevertheless, until the month of April everything worked as it was planned, and afterwards the 

modifications tried to respect as much as possible the deliverable dates and milestones. 
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2. THEORETICAL BASES  

 

We will introduce briefly some theoretical information that may be required to understand the work. This 

chapter is helpful for future comprehension of our project development and research.  

“Theoretical bases” is divided in five sections. Section 1 and 2 are Communication Network Analysis and 

Anomaly Detection, which is the application field of our research. Section 3 introduces the concept of IP 

Darkspace, i.e. the specific scenario where this project makes its contribution. Section 4 deals with the 

theory of Information Entropy, which is our main analysis technique. Section 5 explores some concepts of 

Classification and Modelling, required to evaluate our approach to monitor the network. Finally, Section 6 

explains related work. 

 

2.1. NETWORK ANALYSIS 

 

In network security it is necessary to know what is happening in the network. To do so we need to gather 

information that will show the events currently occurring. 

“A sensor collects information about a network and may be used to make judgment calls about network’s 

security.” [8]  There should be a compromise between completeness and redundancy in a sensor system. A 

perfect sensor system should describe every event without replicating information.  

It is necessary to use more than one type of sensor to monitor the events. “Network-based sensors provide 

extensive coverage but they can’t describe encrypted traffic and can only approximate the activity at a 

host. Host-based sensors provide more extensive and accurate information for phenomena they’re 

instrumented to describe.” [8] Collins classifies sensors along three axes: Vantage, Domain and Action. 

Although it is possible to find information about it in [8], we will briefly explain action to give some 

information about how data can be collected.  

Action is the way how the sensor reports information depending on the role it plays while collecting data. 

A sensor can take one of three basic actions:  

 

 Report: They just give information on all the events that the sensor observes but it does not take any 

active role. They are simple and they may be used to improve signatures and alerts when alert and 

blocking sensors cannot recognize them. Some examples of these sensors are NetFlow collectors, 

tcpdump, and server logs. 

 

 Event: This type of sensor may be mistaken with report sensors. The difference is that an event sensor 

“consumes multiple data to produce an event that summarizes some subset of that data”. Intrusion 

Detection Systems and Antivirus belong to this group of sensors.  

 

 Control: These sensors, in addition to act like an event sensor in the way of producing an event, can 

also modify or block traffic. Examples of control sensors are firewalls, antispam systems, and some 

anti-virus systems. 
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In our case we just monitor a big network and we do not do anything but collecting data. Since we do not 

take an active role we are placed in the “Report” group.  In a future phase our method could be embedded 

in a sensor and may broadcast alarms or warnings (“Event”) to other systems. 

 
 

2.2. ANOMALY DETECTION 

 

In this section we will explain what an Anomaly Detection System is. We will also classify the Anomaly 

Detection Systems in two groups and we introduce six classes of Network Anomaly Detection Methods. 

An intrusion attempt is, according to Anderson [9], “a deliberate and unauthorized attempt to access 

information, manipulate information, or render a system unreliable or unusable”. He also divides attacks in 

two classes: external (unauthorized users of the machines they attack) and internal (they have permission 

to access the system but they do not have root privileges).  

The role of an anomaly based intrusion detection system is to find patterns in network traffic that do not 

behave as it is expected. However, in our case all the traffic is composed of anomalies and outliers due to 

any packet received in IP darkspace is unexpected. Anomaly detection may be applied to fraud detection 

for credit cards, intrusion detection for cyber security or military surveillance for enemy activities.  

Anomaly Detection Systems are usually part of Intrusion Detection Systems as well as signature-based-

detections. IDSs may be classified according to their deployment in real time [10]: 

 

 Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS): Located in the network to monitor traffic to 
detect intrusions. Administrators receive an alert under attacks or abnormal behavior. 
Normally the detected attacks come from outsider users who are trying to get unauthorized 
access to the network to steal information or to disrupt the network. 
 

 Host-based Intrusion Detection Systems (HIDS): These systems analyze individual hosts or 
devices on the network. They monitor the incoming and outgoing packets from the device 
and they send an alert to the administrator when they detect suspicious activity. HIDS can 
detect internal activity like if a program is trying to access to restricted resources.  

 

In [11] they use the following classification for network anomaly detection methods:  
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                   Figure 2: Network Anomaly Detection Methods [11] 

 

There are six classes of methods (Statistical, Classification Based, Clustering and Outlier Based, Soft 

Computing, Knowledge Based and Combination Learners) with different subclasses.  

In the previous figure we could place our anomaly detection methods in the first two types, Statistical and 

Classification Based.  To obtain the entropy-based representation of the network traffic we are using a 

Statistical non-parametric method. But in the case of the smee-source types model we are using a 

Classification Based method.  

 

 

2.3. IP DARKSPACE 

 

The data we use in this project is collected from IP Darkspace monitors. Here we explain what it is exactly, 

why we use it and we give some graphic examples of how network attacks affect to those IP darkspace. 

An IP darkspace is formed by the routable IP addresses that are not assigned to any active host. In theory 

there should not be any traffic directed to those IP addresses because they do not have any host attached 

soliciting it, but the reality is that they receive an amount of data in order of hundreds of Gigabits per 

month of unidirectional traffic.  

We use this kind of traffic because it is very useful to search for attacks, misconfigurations or abnormal 

packets in general. We analyze some IP darkspace traffic with many known events or attacks and we try to 

find unusual events.  
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Figure 3: IP Darkspace [12] 

 

IP darkspace traffic is useful to study, analyze and detect attacks or abnormal events. 

 

 

Figure 4: Random Scanning [13] 

 

In figure 4 we can see an example of a random scanning. The red host is the attacker trying to find 

vulnerabilities, the green ones are possible victims and the white ones belong to the darkspace.  
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Figure 5: Backscatter from Dos [13] 

 

In figure 5 we can see a backscatter attack. Further information about backscatter can be found at section 

3.3. 

 

Note: Figures of this section were borrowed from [13]. 

 

 

2.4. ENTROPY 

 

In this section it is explained the concept of Entropy, why it is useful for us and how are we going to use it.  

Shannon's entropy is used in information theory to quantify the value we expect of information contained 

in a message. Therefore, we use this metric to capture the degree of dispersal or concentration of a 

distribution.  

An intuitive lecture of the information entropy of a random variable can be found at [14]. An explanation 

using simple mathematics and examples from everyday life is helpful to understand the entropy concept, 

which may be a bit tough.  

In [15] it is possible to learn where the Shannon’s entropy comes from and several applications taking into 

account our usage in time series. This is useful to see the mathematical relation between physical entropy 

and information.  

Claude Shannon defines Entropy originally [16] as H  - ∑ pilog pi
N
i  . In his work he explains that K is a 

positive constant to choose a unit of measure and it can be removed. H is “the entropy of the set of 
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probabilities p    p ”. [16] For the case of a random variable X he defines its entropy as H(X) (were X is a 

label and not an argument). 

 

We use sample Entropy as H( )  -∑
ni

S
log (

ni

S
)N

i   [17] to calculate an estimate from a distribution. 

In the previous formula i = 1...N is the number of samples captured in a certain time period.  X = {ni, i  …N} 

is the distribution of a feature, which means that feature i occurs ni times in the sample (i.e. for the feature 

source IP, a single address sends ni  packets in the measured time interval). S  ∑ ni
 
     is the total  

observations in the time interval, meaning all packets received in that period. 

Entropy value ranges between 0 and log (
 

 
). H( ) → 0 occurs when all observations are the same. On the 

other hand, when H(X) takes its maximum value it indicates the higher level of uncertainty, the distribution 

is maximally dispersed (n   n  …  nn).  

Applying Shannon's entropy is effective to detect large changes in feature distributions. The inconvenience 

is that small modifications in traffic patterns may be unnoticed because entropy will remain almost equal. 

Usage of entropy is useful because data packets show certain characteristics depending on the type of 

network attack. Some of these attacks may be difficult to detect if we only look at the traffic volume but 

with entropy is easy to detect some variations in the network behavior. In [18] entropy is also used to 

analyze IP darkspace traffic and it explains that this method does not need in-depth packet inspection but 

it detects important events with this lightweight technique. In [17] is compared entropy detections with 

volume metrics. For example, there is a comparison between entropy value and normal traffic in a port 

scan attack and it is shown that entropy of destination IP declines because many packets are sent to the 

same address and entropy of destination port rises because traffic is addressed to a larger number of 

different destination ports.  

In this project we use an entropy vector with eight components that correspond to different traffic 

features (source IP, destination IP, source port, destination port, protocol, TTL, TCP flags and IP length). 

This traffic is captured by the IP darkspace monitor and we calculate the entropy for each feature. 

 

 

2.5. CLASIFFICATION AND MODELLING 

 

In this section we will explain some basic concepts of Classification and Modeling. 

Our purpose is to find a model that allows the representation of the IP darkspace traffic. Our model uses 

vectors of Entropy as an input to predict different types of traffic, including attacks.  

To build this model we use classifiers. 

“Classification is the problem of identifying which of a set of categories a new observation belongs to, on 

the basis of a training set of data containing observations whose category membership is known” [11].  

There are many classification algorithms divided in different subclasses. In our particular case we will use 

Naive Bayes classifier [19] and k-NN (k-Nearest Neighbor) classifier [20], but we will introduce them later in 

chapter number 4.  

Some advantages of using a classification-based approach include:  

 It is flexible for testing and training. 
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 It is easy to adapt because it can modify the execution when we use new information as an input. 

 For known attacks it has a high detection rate when a suitable threshold is selected. 

 

Classification techniques need to train the dataset of the model. We separate our data in two parts (one 

for training and one for testing) and then we use a 5-fold cross-validation method [21].  

“In k-fold cross-validation *…+ the dataset D is randomly split into k mutually subsets (the folds)         of 

approximately equal size. The inducer is trained and tested k times; each time t ϵ , , 2,…, k-, it is trained on 

D/   and tested on   . The cross validation estimate of accuracy is the overall number of correct 

classifications, divided by the number of instances in the dataset.” [21] 

 

2.6. RELATED WORK 

 

The presented project is part of the research about network traffic modeling, anomaly detection and 

knowledge generation conducted by the Communication Networks group of the Vienna University of 

Technology, Telecommunications Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Information Technology. 

Previous research in this topic can be found in [22]. IP Darkspace traffic is analyzed using also an entropy 

vector for the distributions of source and destination IP addresses and ports with the purpose of detecting 

events. It is explained that an entropy based classification is a lightweight alternative to detect some 

anomalies which can make it easier to warn network operators. 

Further work about using entropy for anomaly detection can be found at [17], where it is argued that when 

it is observed in flow traces the distributions of packet features (IP addresses and ports) there is a wide 

range of anomalies. Authors show that anomalies can be classified using entropy and clustering techniques. 

Clusters are used to classify anomalies automatically and to find new anomaly types. 

In [23] and [24] a Traffic Entropy Spectrum (TES) is used to analyze changes in traffic feature distributions 

and it shows that it is possible to characterize the anomalies’ structure using traffic traces from a large 

Internet Service Provider (ISP).  

Information about flow-based anomaly detection can be read in [25]. It is published a survey of actual 

research about flow-based intrusion detection. Since it is not easy to do a deep packet inspection cannot at 

high-speeds they suggest to use flow-based intrusion detection as an alternative. That means that instead 

of individual packet inspection the authors the flow of data through the network. 

In order to improve the performance in [26] it is introduced a new approach of time series classification. 

They use the measure of entropy impurity to discretize and represent time series. The authors also classify 

time series by combining its representations and k-NN classification. The experimental results show it can 

reduce the error rates of time series classification. 

Entropy is also used in intrusion detection systems. Signature-based rules store the necessary information 

to detect known attacks and most of the intrusion detection systems use them, which implies that these 

systems cannot detect new ones. In [27] the author proposes to use an entropy based data mining method 

without using the APRIORI based data mining method. With entropy it is alleviated the problem of noise 

and it avoids the result’s post-processing. 
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3. ANALYSIS TOOLS 

 

Throughout the project different tools are deployed. In this chapter we are going to introduce them and 

explain why we use them. In further sections we will detail the specific set-up and parameters.  

First we explain in sections 1, 2 and 3 how Corsaro works. Corsaro processes darkspace network traffic 

data and prepares it for the later analysis.  

Sections 1 and 2 help to understand how we transform collected packets in IP Darkspace into numeric data 

that we can use to calculate Entropy or statistics using FlowTuples. Section 3 describes smee, a Corsaro 

module that will be used to obtain data to evaluate the results obtained by the entropy-based method. 

Figure 6 (from [28]) shows that FlowTuples and Source Types, the two methods that will be compared, are 

obtained from pcap files using different tools provided by Corsarso. Sections 4 and 5 introduce Perl and 

MATLAB programming languages, utilized for the preprocessing, and entropy calculation and statistical 

signal characterization respectively. Finally, in Section 6 we present RapidMiner, which has been useful to 

build the model based on entropy to monitor the IP darkspace traffic. 

 

 

      Figure 6: Corsaro processing options [28]  

 

3.1. PCAP AND FLOWTUPLE FILES 

 

As it is said previously, data is first collected by the USCD telescope
2
 and stored in pcap (packet capture) 

format. With tools such as Wireshark [29] or tcpdump [30] it is possible to capture packets travelling over a 
network. Each pcap file used in this project contains all the packets observed in the darkspace for the 
period of one hour and it also contains a timestamp in UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) format. 

Corsaro tool is used to generate FlowTuple files from pcap files.  

 

 

 

 

FlowTuples contain only previously selected fields from the whole package. In our case, each file contains 
the following eight features: Source IP address, Destination IP address, Source port, Destination port, 
Protocol, TTL, TCP Flags and IP length. By default Corsaro writes the FlowTuples into a binary file, however 
the command cors2ascii makes it human readable by translating it into ascii format.  

                                                                 
2
 Acknowledgment:  Darkspace data has been provided by CAIDA, from the CAIDA UCSD Network 

Telescope Educational Dataset. [57] 

Corsaro pcap FlowTuple 
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Flowtuple entry structure is: 

<src_ip>|<dst_ip>|<src_port>|<dst_port>|<protocol>| <tcp_flags>|<ttl>|<ip_len>,<value> 

 

The first two fields belong to the Internet Protocol addresses source and destination, a numerical label 

assigned to each device participating in a computer network that uses the Internet Protocol for 

communication [31]. The third and fourth fields have the source and destination port, a 16-bit integer 

which goes from 1 till 65535 (some of them are reserved). (Note: ICMP headers do not have ports. In this 

case, src_port is replaced by “Type” and dst_port by “Code”). These four fields complete the addresses for 

a communication session. IP addresses alone are not enough because once the packets arrive to the 

destination computer they are routed to the specific process bound to the destination port number.  

The fifth field belongs to the protocol. A protocol is a set of rules or procedures for transmitting data 

between electronic devices, such as computers. In order for computers to exchange information, there 

must be a pre-existing agreement as to how the information will be structured and how each side will send 

and receive it [32].  

The next one is TCP flags. They are useful to know the function and purpose of the packets in a connection, 

so they can be checked when there is a connection problem and they may help to find out the reason 

easily. For UDP and ICMP packets flags make no sense and are set to 0x00. 

Field number seven is TTL, which means “Time To Live” and its purpose is to limit the lifetime of the data. 

TTL decreases by one with each hope and when it expires the packet is discarded. Different Operating 

Systems have their own default TTL value when they send their packets.  

Last field is IP length and it gives the size of the packet.  

The extra parameter, value, it is just the number of packets that share the same feature.  

In the following example it is possible to see how a FlowTuple file looks like. It is possible to see the 

number of packets that share the same features for this time interval (please note that in this case the 

fourth field, destination port, is changing for each row).  

 

# CORSARO_INTERVAL_START  0  1024380731 

192.168.23.45|215.69.23.15|21|445|6|46|0x04|40, 5 

192.168.23.45|215.69.23.15|21|956|6|46|0x04|40, 1 

192.168.23.45|215.69.23.15|21|2015|6|46|0x04|40, 8 

192.168.23.45|215.69.23.15|21|1019|6|46|0x04|40, 2 

192.168.23.45|215.69.23.15|21|2048|6|46|0x04|40, 3 

192.168.23.45|215.69.23.15|21|698|6|46|0x04|40, 2 

192.168.23.45|215.69.23.15|21|46|6|46|0x04|40, 1 

 

 

 

         

Five packets with the same attributes 
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3.2. AGGREGATED FILES 

 

Another Corsaro tool that is used is cors-ft-aggregate [33], which provides a method for analyzing specific 
dimensions of a dataset, much more efficiently and reliably than parsing and manually aggregating the 
data output. 

 

 

 

 

With cors-ft-aggregate it is possible to extract summarized data from FlowTuple files. For instance, we can 
specify time intervals or extract only the number of packets which belongs to one attribute.   

The next example from [33]  show how this tool works:  

 

Ex.  – Per-Day Protocol Statistics [33]   

In this first example data with a 24 hour interval is re-aggregated. Protocol is the field and src_ip is 
the value. The output is a table that shows the daily unique source IP addresses per each protocol. 

Sample output:  

# CORSARO_INTERVAL_START 0 1325390400 
0.0.0.0|0.0.0.0|0|0|0|0|0x00|0,551 
0.0.0.0|0.0.0.0|0|0|1|0|0x00|0,5741 
0.0.0.0|0.0.0.0|0|0|6|0|0x00|0,151336 
0.0.0.0|0.0.0.0|0|0|8|0|0x00|0,2 
0.0.0.0|0.0.0.0|0|0|17|0|0x00|0,1042968 
0.0.0.0|0.0.0.0|0|0|28|0|0x00|0,5 

 
This result is in ASCII FlowTuple format. All the fields except the one we are evaluating are set to 0. 

The last field is the total amount of source IPs for the time interval instead of the packet count. 

For instance, the last line of the output tells us that for the protocol number 28 there were 5 

different sources sending packets. 

 

As it could be seen before, the fields of the tuple which are not included in the re-aggregation, are set to 0. 

 

 

3.3. SMEE SOURCE TYPE ANALYSIS 

 

We want to assure the significance and suitability of entropy analysis. To do that, we require alternative 

traffic classification methods that enable the evaluation of our proposal. Therefore, in this approach we 

deploy the smee source type tool, leaving other alternatives for future work.  

Corsaro pcap FlowTuple 
Cors-ft-

aggregate 
aggregations 
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Smee is a Corsaro implementation of the IATmon tool [34], an analysis tool that separates the traffic to 

well-defined subsets. There are two sub setting schemes, source types and IAT groups.  Since we will not 

use the second one, it will not be explained here (although it is possible to find information about it in [35]). 

For this analysis we use again CAIDA data for the month of April 2012. 

Smee tools consider the traffic received in darkspace according to its sources. It builds a source table with 

the set of packets arriving from a source IP address, and at the end of each hour iatmon scans that table 

and separates the sources into clearly defined source types. Smee classifies sources based on detailed in-

depth content-based analysis.   

Source type approach classifies the sources by examining their use of IP addresses and ports. Source types 

are based on Treurinet’s [36] classification scheme.   

The different source types are listed in the following table and explained below [37]:  

 

Type (column)   Proto  Dest. IPs  Ports  Packets 

µTorrent   any   any   any   µTorrent packets 

Conficker-C   any   any   any  Conficker-C 

1 or 2 packets   any   any   any  <3 packets 

TCP Probe   TCP   one   one   all 

TCP Vert. Scan   TCP   one   multi   all 

TCP 445 Horiz. Scan   TCP   multi  445  all  

TCP Horiz. Scan   TCP   multi   one   all, except to dport 445 

TCP Backscatter  TCP   any   any   TCP-ACK, TCP-RST  

UDP Probe   UDP   one   one   all 

UDP Vert. Scan   UDP   one   multi   all 

UDP Horiz. Scan   UDP   multi   one   all 

DNS Backscatter   TCP/UDP   any   any   source port 53 

TCP and UDP   TCP/UDP   any   any   TCP  and UDP 

ICMP Backscatter   ICMP   any   any   Time Exceeded, Dest.Unreach. 

ICMP Only   ICMP   any   any   all 

TCP Unknown   TCP   multi   multi   all remaining TCP 

UDP Unknown   UDP   multi   multi   all remaining UDP 

Unclassified   any   any   any   all remaining 

 

              Table 1: Source types [37] 

 

 µTorrent: all the sources with this label generate BitTorrent traffic. It is possible to identify this 

kind of traffic sources from the payloads of the packets they send using UDP or TCP protocol [39]. 

 

 Conficker-C:  this traffic is generated by a computer worm that attacks Windows operating 

systems. It uses flaws in software and dictionary attacks on administrator passwords to propagate 

itself and to form a botnet. There are different variants and Conficker-C is one specific and 

common version of them. It can send any protocol packets during its P2P network establishment 

and they are detected using SRI’s algorithm [38]. 
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 1 or 2 packets: any source that sends either TCP or UDP packets to any destination IP or port as 

long as they are not 3 or more. 

 

 TCP/UDP Probe: these sources send packets to a unique IP address and port. A probe consists in 

scanning the network to identify IP addresses and collect information about a host to provide 

information to an attacker of potential vulnerabilities (therefore they could be used later on to 

launch an attack). When a destination address and port suffers and increase of income traffic 

from many different sources we have a probe. It may be caused, for example, because there is an 

attack produced by bots or spoofed addresses. 

 

 

 Scans: mainly used to search new victims. Here we have two types for TCP and UDP: vertical and 

horizontal scan. A horizontal scan consists in scan a group of IPs for a single port. A vertical scan, 

on the other hand, scans multiple ports for a single IP. Port 445 is treated separately because 

source type “TCP 445 Horizontal Scan” is mainly formed by other kinds of Conficker attacks. Port 

445 is used for Microsoft-DS Active Directory and Windows shares and it should not be open 

because that makes the host vulnerable to some worms. 

 

 TCP and UDP: sources that are sending both TCP and UDP packets to any destination IP and port. 

 

 Backscatter: packets that the victim sends when there is a request of spoofed source addresses of 

a DoS attack. In [39] it is explained with detail how does it work, but in figure 8 there is a graphic 

example of a backscatter. In this case the attacker sends to the victim some SYN packets using D, B 

and C as spoofed source addresses. When the victim receives the packets it responds to each 

spoofed address a SYN/ACK packet. 

  

 

Figure 7: Example Backscatter [39] 

 

We have three source types for backscatter: TCP, DNS and ICMP. All of them may send packets to 

any destination IP or port. But the first ones only sends TCP-ACK and TCP-RST packets, DNS may 

send both TCP and UDP packets as long as the source port is number 53 and ICMP only sends two 

kind of packets of its protocol which are “Time Exceeded” and “Destination Unreachable”. 

 ICMP Only: sources that send all the ICMP traffic that is not in the Backscatter group. 
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 TCP/UDP unknown: all the remaining sources which do not belong to other groups and they 

sending to several destination IPs and ports. 

 

 Unclassified: formed by all the traffic that is still remaining. 

 

 

 

3.4. PERL 

 

Perl [40] is a high-level programming language that influenced by other languages like C, shell scripting, sed 

and AWK. Perl has many varied applications, but in our case is especially interesting for its fast processing, 

parsing and transformation of text data without some limitations of other script languages.  

In this project some perl scripts are used in order to convert aggregated files in ascii format into an easier 

structure to work with this data in MATLAB. 

It is possible to find in their website several links to learn [41] as well as useful documentation [42].  

 

 

3.5. MATLAB 

 

MATLAB [5] is a high-level language used to compute, visualize and program numerical data.  It is suitable 

for mathematics and statistical analysis, as well as the multiple functions and options. MATLAB has a big 

community giving support behind. 

In our case we use MATLAB for the statistical characterization of the signals under test as well as to 

calculate then entropy time series. 

 

3.6. RAPID MINER 

 

Rapidminer [43] is a worldwide used tool for data mining and data analysis. We employ it in this work for 

classification and modeling. MATLAB is also good in this respect, but for the specific case Rapidminer has a 

friendly and easy to use environment, already prepared to deal with data that shows mixed data-types. 
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4. METHODOLOGY 

 

This chapter shows the steps followed along the project to obtain the results, which will be presented in 

chapter 6 and discussed in chapter 7.  

We start with section 1, pre-processing, where we explain how we obtain the csv aggregated values time 

series from darkspace pcap files. In section 2 we describe how we obtain the Entropy with MATLAB scripts. 

Section 3 is classification and it shows how we compare entropy and smee source types methods.  

 

4.1. PRE-PROCESSING 

 

Data captured by the darkspace monitor is already stored in pcap format. The purpose of the pre-
processing is to extract only the information we need from these files to afterwards calculate the entropy. 
First step is to aggregate raw pcap data into FlowTuple format, as it is shown in the next schema. 

 
 

 

However this is not necessary because we already got the FlowTuple files from CAIDA, so we can start 
directly from the FlowTuple files. 

 

 

FlowTuples must be aggregated in order to get the hourly packet rates for each attribute. To do so we use 
the aggregation tool typing the following in the terminal:  

 

 

The option –i selects a time interval in seconds (in this case, is one hour), -v packet_cnt specifies that we 
want to aggregate the packet count value for the feature that comes after –f option (in this case, 
destination IP). Flowtuple1 is a single FlowTuple file, but it is possible to write in a .txt file a list of all the 
FlowTuples that will be aggregated. Therefore is not necessary to write it manually for each FlowTuple file. 

The result is stored in a folder called “repoag” under a name formed by the feature and the timestamp of 
the hour we are aggregating.  

Corsaro pcap FlowTuple 

FlowTuple 
Cors-ft-

aggregate 
aggregations 

cors-ft-aggregate -i 3600 -v packet_cnt -f dst_ip flowtuple1> repoag/dip_flowtuple1.txt 
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       Figure 8: Aggregated files stored in "repoag" folder 

 

             

Figure 9: Example of aggregated file for Protocol feature 

 

Once we have the aggregated files, we use a perl script, modified from an existing one, to create CSV files 
with only the data that will be used to calculate the entropy. CSV means “Comma-Separated Values” and it 
stores tabular data (numbers and text) in plain-text form.  

 

 

Each CSV file contains a vector with the number of packets for each feature for one hour time interval. For 
example, for the feature src_ip, each row corresponds to the number of packets that belongs to a certain 
source IP for the interval of one hour. 

aggregations Perl script CSV files 
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In the file name the feature is included we are analyzing and the timestamp of the hour when it was 
recorded. This is helpful to know easily at what time the data was captured, which may be useful to find 
patterns or periodicity in the traffic.   

                                           

         Figure 10: CSV file example 

 

In the case of doing the calculations for smaller time intervals rows form blocks according to the time 
interval we used to calculate the packets. For example, if we do the calculations for a 600 second interval 
case, in its CSV file there will be 6 different blocks (one per each 600s). To separate them there is a row 
between each of them with value zero.  

In the second situation of smaller time intervals, a row contains two items: the time when it was captured 
and the number of packets received. We calculate the entropy with a MATLAB script using the timestamps 
to display graphs according to the time the data was captured. 

To do everything automatically there is perl script that it can be executed from the terminal and it does all 
the previous steps. This script already existed and it was modified to carry out this task. So the process is: 

                                                                 

 

 

 

 

 

FlowTuples aggregated 

→ Folder with aggregated files 

→ Eight files per each FlowTuple 

CSV files 

→ Same number that        

aggregated files 

→ Other format for 

easier MATLAB 

calculations 
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4.2. ANALYSIS 

 

With the number of packets it is possible to proceed to calculate de Entropy. With a MATLAB script we 
read each CSV file and we calculate the value of the Entropy for each time interval and feature. 

 

     

 

As it is said before, Entropy is defined as H( )  -∑
ni

S
log (

ni

S
)N

i  . 

 

For more information about how we calculate the entropy see chapter 2.4. 

 

 

Figure 11: Example entropy 

 

In the previous figure we can see a file for the feature protocol. Each row belongs to a different protocol 

number and the number is the amount of packets received per protocol.  

The steps followed by MATLAB to calculate the Entropy from the CSV files are: 

 

CSV files MATLAB Entropy 
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   src_ip        dst_ip      src_port    dst_port       proto      TCPflags       TTL     IP_length  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

With MATLAB we store in a single matrix all the obtained Entropy values for further calculations. This 

matrix contains eight columns (one for each feature) and as many rows as time intervals. If we analyze the 

entropy for time intervals of one hour, the result will be a matrix of 720x8. 

It may seem unnecessary to store the entropy of the CSV files in different folders to put them all together 

later on in a single matrix. The scripts are designed this way because the computational cost of doing all by 

once is too high. Although programing it a bit more complex takes a bit longer, to execute the script 

requires less memory. 

 

Folder with all CSV 

files MATLAB script: 

1 – Picks one CSV file 

2 – Calculates Entropy and gets timestamp 

3 – Stores the result in the folder where belongs 

MATLAB script: 

1 – Picks the entropy from each folder 

2 – Stores the data in a matrix 
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      Figure 12: Matrix with entropy values 

 
 

4.3. CLASSIFICATION 

 
 
In this section we will explain how we compare the obtained entropy results with smee source type 

method, therefore we can see if entropy may be used to detect or predict the same anomalies than smee 

or if we obtain different results. We work with the original values for the entropy but also only with 

extreme values, which is faster in theory, and we compare if there is a difference between both ways. 

We start with finding the extreme values for each signal (from now on we may refer to those extreme 

values as peaks). Our goal is to compare if extreme values for both methods match with a high accuracy 

and if it is possible to predict the source types from the entropy values. 

We will calculate two new matrixes with same size of the old ones, but this time with values -1, 0 or 1 

depending on the presence of positive or negative extreme values. We use the quantile function in 

MATLAB [44] to find the cumulative probabilities greater than 0.9 or lower than 0.1 and then we fill the 

new extreme value matrixes placing 1, 0 or -1 according to figure 13. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Column #5 stores the 

Entropy for protocol feature 

Lower 

10% 

Higher 

10% 
Remaining  80% 

SIGNAL VALUES 

-1                 0            1 

Figure 13: Signal values for peak matrix 
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To check if it possible to predict the values for each smee source type we use RapidMiner. In figure 14 we 

can see clearly the steps that have been followed. 

 

Figure 14: Rapid miner Analysis 

 

1- Load matrix:  First we load the matrixes for entropy (upper figure) and smee source types (in the 

bottom). For the entropy either we can use as input the matrix with real values or the one with 

peaks, but for the smee we always use the peak matrix as an input. 

2- Generate ID feature: This allows to fusion both matrixes in step 4. 

3- Select one smee feature: We choose which smee source type we would like to predict. 

4- Join: We merge the entropy matrix with the feature of the smee matrix we have selected in step 3. 

Therefore we have a matrix of 9 columns (the 8 of the entropy + the smee feature). 

5- Set role: We select the smee source type as a label. This action is choosing the column of the 

matrix that it is going to be predicted in step 6.  

6- Validation: We carry out a 5 fold cross validation analysis. In this step we obtain: 

 Predictions for normal values, positive peaks and negative peaks. 

 Accuracy percentage.  

 Graphs. 

This step is detailed explained in figures 15 and 16.  

 

CLASSIFICATION USING ENTROPY EXTREME VALUES [-1, 0, 1]  

 

 

Figure 15: Validation for extreme-value entropy matrix 

 

1 2 3 

4 5 6 
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In this case we introduce as input the 8 vectors of the peak-entropy matrix. With these values we try to 

predict the smee source feature we selected in step 3. 

6.1- We deploy a Naive Bayes model [45] [19] for the case of having a matrix with only three 

different values. This algorithm is very popular due to its simplicity, fast implementation and 

effectiveness. Naïve Bayes model assumes that variables are independent. It only needs a small 

amount of training data to estimate the mean and variance of the variables to classify them. 

6.2- The model is applied with test data for every 5-fold validation. [21] 

6.3- Performance indices are calculated. We obtain percentage of accuracy and a confusion matrix 

with the predictions and real values. We also obtain graphs that display the results. 

 

Please, see chapter 2.5 for more information about classification. 

 

CLASSIFICATION USING NORMAL ENTROPY VALUES  

 

 

Figure 16: Validation for real-value entropy matrix 

 

In this case we introduce as input the real values obtained as the original entropy matrix. With these values 

we try to predict the smee source feature we selected in step 3. 

6.1- We deploy a k-NN [20] model for the case of having a matrix with only three different        

values. This is a non-parametric model that estimates the probability that an element x belongs to 

class C according to the information provided by a set of known objects.  

6.2- The model is applied with test data for every 5-fold validation. [21] 

6.3- Performance indices are calculated to obtain the same values as in case 6.1. 

 

With all this information we can proceed to show the results and discuss them in chapter 5. 
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
This chapter shows and explains the results, and it can be divided in three sections. Section 1 is a Statistical 

Study of Signals, where we calculate for all the columns of the two matrixes statistical parameters, 

temporal graph, histogram and pdf (probability density function) to see which signals are close to a normal 

distribution. Then we obtain the correlation between the different signals and its FFT (Fast Fourier 

Transform to find its periodicity). Afterwards we do a comparison of average curves for periodical signals. 

Section 2 is Capturing Network Values, where we find positive and negative peaks in the previous signals 

and fill a matrix with 1s and -1s in the hours when there is a presence of one of those peaks. Then, we 

show the results of our model using RapidMiner. They will tell us if we can predict peaks in smee source 

types using entropy. Section 3 is discussion, where we explain the results of our method. 

 
 

5.1. STATISTICAL STUDY OF SIGNALS 

 
In this section we have as inputs the entropy matrix calculated like it was explained in chapter 4 and the 

results of the previous work about smee source types. In the smee source types matrix we also have a 

column with the number of different source IP's that we will also use as a feature. With a MATLAB script 

we calculate the following parameters: 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
The meaning of the results is: 

 
 Temporal graph: How the signal (the column of each matrix) changes along time. 

 Vmin, Vmax: The lowest and the highest value of the time series. 

 Mean µ: Average value of the signal for the whole month. 

 Standard Deviation σ: Standard Deviation of the signal for the whole month. That means how 

much the feature varies from the mean value.  

 Period: To find if there are periodicities in the signal we use the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), 

which gives the frequency representation of the signal. Since we will obtain complex values, it is 

necessary to take the absolute value first, and then look for the maximum point of the obtained 

signal. With the index of the maximum value, the length of the signal (720 hours) and the sample 

frequency the period of the signal may be easily found.  

Smee 

MATLAB 

Entropy 
Results: 

 Temporal graph 

 Vmin, Vmax 

 Mean 

 Standard Deviation 

 Period 

 Histogram / distribution 

 Correlated with… 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sigma
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If a signal is daily periodical we calculate three graphs with average period. Usage of errorbar tool 

in MATLAB shows the confidence intervals of data or the deviation along a curve.  

We considered interesting to show the differences in the period between weekends and the rest 

of the days, because they are slightly different. This is why it will be shown a general graph with 

the mean of all the days of the month and, in addition, one just for the weekends and another one 

for Monday till Friday.  

 Histogram / distribution: We calculate the histogram for the signal to see which kind of 

distribution is closer. To select the number of bins we use the Freedman Diaconis Rule [46], which 

proposes that bars should have the following width w: 

   
     

√ 
 
 ⁄

 

where IQR is the sample inter-quartile range of the n data values. 

To check its similarity with the Normal distribution we use the MATLAB tool qqplot, which displays 

a quantile-quantile plot of the sample quantiles of a vector X versus theoretical quantiles from a 

normal distribution. If the distribution of X is normal, the plot will be close to linear. 

 Correlation: To see the similarities between the different signals we calculate the correlation 

between them. Therefore, we can intuit how a signal A is evolving along time just knowing the 

behavior of signal B.  

 
Now we will display the obtained results for all the features we analyzed.  
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5.1.1 ENTROPY 

 
 

SOURCE IP 

 
 Temporal graph: 

 

          Figure 17: Entropy for Source IP along time 

 [Vmin, Vmax]: [2.25, 6.99] 

 Mean: 4.40 

 Standard Deviation: 1.00 

 Histogram / distribution: 

 

                           Figure 18: QQ plot for Source IP  Figure 19: Distribution for Source IP 

 

 Period: 24h 

 

Figure 20: General src IP        Figure 21: Mon-Fri src IP         Figure 22: Weekends src IP 
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 Correlation:  

Correlated with … Value 

UDP Probe -0.75 

UDP Vertical Scan -0.72 

UDP Unknown -0.77 

1 or 2 packets -0.86 

# sources -0.83 

 

Table 2: Correlation for Source IP with time series of smee types 

 
 

DESTINATION IP 

 

 Temporal graph: 

 

Figure 23: Entropy for Destination IP along time 

 

 [Vmin, Vmax]: [3.71, 5.05] 

 Mean: 4.20 

 Standard Deviation: 0.20 

 Histogram / distribution: 

 
 

 

Figure 24: QQ plot for Destination IP   Figure 25: Histogram for Destination IP 
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 Period: 24h 

 

         Figure 26: General dst IP           Figure 27: Mon-Fri dst IP           Figure 28: Weekends dst IP 

 

 Correlation:  

Correlated with … Value 

TCP vertical scan 0.66 

TCP 445 Horizontal Scan 0.62 

 

Table 3: Correlation for Destination IP with time series of smee types 

 
 

SOURCE PORT 

 

 Temporal graph: 

 

       Figure 29: Entropy for Source Port along time 

 [Vmin, Vmax]: [9.02, 10.35] 

 Mean: 9.66 

 Standard Deviation: 0.21 
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 Histogram / distribution: 

 

        Figure 30: QQ plot for Source Port    Figure 31: Distribution for Source Port 

 

 Period: 24h 

 

   Figure 32: General src Port       Figure 33: Mon-Fri src Port      Figure 34: Weekends src Port 

 Correlation: No 

 

DESTINATION PORT 

 

 Temporal graph: 

 

        Figure 35: Entropy for Destination Port 

 [Vmin, Vmax]: [7.94, 10.61] 

 Mean: 9.46 

 Standard Deviation: 0.44 
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 Histogram / distribution: 

 

Figure 36: QQ plot for Destination Port    Figure 37: Distribution for Destination Port 

 

 Period: No 

 Correlation: No 

 

 

PROTOCOL 

 

 Temporal graph: 

 

Figure 38: Entropy for Protocol along time 

 [Vmin, Vmax]: [1.85, 4.02] 

 Mean: 3.05 

 Standard Deviation: 0.34 
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 Histogram / distribution: 

 

Figure 39: QQ plot for Protocol    Figure 40: Distribution for Protocol 

 

 Period: No 

 Correlation: No 

 

 

FLAGS 

 

 Temporal graph: 

 

Figure 41: Entropy for Flags 

 

 [Vmin, Vmax]: [6.94, 7.93] 

 Mean: 7.39 

 Standard Deviation: 0.19 
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 Histogram / distribution: 

 

          Figure 42: QQ plot for Flags     Figure 43: Distribution for Flags 

 

 Period: No 

 Correlation: No 

 

 

TTL 

 

 Temporal graph: 

 

Figure 44: Entropy for TTL along time 

 

 [Vmin, Vmax]: [1.91, 7.76] 

 Mean: 3.10 

 Standard Deviation: 0.98 
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 Histogram / distribution: 

 

Figure 45: QQ plot for TTL       Figure 46: Distribution for TTL 

 

 Period: 24h 

 

          Figure 47: General TTL               Figure 48: Mon-Fri TTL              Figure 49: Weekends TTL 

 Correlation: No 

 

 

IP LENGTH 

 

 Temporal graph: 

 

Figure 50: Entropy for IP Length 
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 [Vmin, Vmax]: [5.57, 9.76] 

 Mean: 7.22 

 Standard Deviation: 0.64 

 Histogram / distribution: 

 

    Figure 51: QQ plot for IP Length   Figure 52: Distribution for IP Length 

 

 Period: No 

 Correlation: No 

 

 

5.1.2 SMEE 

 

 

UNCLASSIFIED 

 

 Temporal graph: 

 

       Figure 53: Unclassified traffic sources along time 
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 [Vmin, Vmax]: [229, 4426] 

 Mean: 1638.9 

 Standard Deviation: 1099.6 

 Histogram / distribution: 

 

Figure 54: QQ plot unclassified    Figure 55: Distribution Unclassified 

 

 Period: No 

 Correlation: No 

 

 

TCP PROBE 

 

 Temporal graph: 

 

Figure 56: TCP Probe sources along time 

 

 [Vmin, Vmax]: [13130, 38357] 

 Mean: 19866.5 

 Standard Deviation: 4358.2 
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 Histogram / distribution: 

 

Figure 57: QQ plot for TCP Probe        Figure 58: Distribution for TCP Probe 

 

 Period: 24h 

 

             Figure 59: General TCP Probe                     Figure 60: Mon-Fri TCP Probe                   Figure 61: Weekends TCP Probe 

 

 Correlation:  

Correlated with … Value 

TCP unknown 0.60 
 

Table 4: Correlation TCP Probe 
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TCP VERTICAL SCAN 

 

 Temporal graph: 

 

Figure 62: TCP Vertical Scan sources along time 

 [Vmin, Vmax]: [519, 2746] 

 Mean: 1504.2 

 Standard Deviation: 554.5 

 Histogram / distribution: 

 

Figure 63: QQ plot for TCP Vert. Scan        Figure 64: Distribution for TCP Vert. Scan 

 Period: 24h 

 

Figure 65: Gen. TCP Vert. Scan                Figure 66: Mon-Fri TCP Vert. Sc               Figure 67: Weekends TCP Vert. Sc 
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 Correlation:  

Correlated with … Value 

Destination IP 0.66 

TCP&UDP 0.68 

Torrent 0.74 

TCP 445 Horizontal Scan 0.74 
       

Table 5: Correlation for TCP Vertical Scan 

 

TCP HORIZONTAL SCAN 

 

 Temporal graph: 

 

Figure 68: TCP Horizontal Scan sources along time 

 [Vmin, Vmax]: [22389, 46317] 

 Mean: 39284.7 

 Standard Deviation: 3852.4 

 Histogram / distribution: 

 

  Figure 69: QQ plot TCP Horizontal Scan           Figure 70: Distribution TCP Horizontal Scan 
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 Period: 24h 

 

       Figure 71: Gen TCP Hor. Sc        Figure 72: Mon-Fri TCP Hor. Sc      Figure 73: Weekends TCP Hor. Sc 

 

 Correlation:  

Correlated with … Value 

Conficker-C 0.63 
 

     Table 6: Correlation for TCP Horizontal Scan 

 

 

 

TCP UNKNOWN 

 

 Temporal graph: 

 

Figure 74: TCP Unknown sources along time 

 

 [Vmin, Vmax]: [6080, 17625] 

 Mean: 10362.5 

 Standard Deviation: 1998.5 
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 Histogram / distribution: 

 

        Figure 75: QQ plot for TCP Unknown          Figure 76: Distribution for TCP Unknown 

 

 Period: 24h 

 

         Figure 77: Gen TCP Unkn           Figure 78: Mon-Fri TCP Unkn           Figure 79: Weekends TCP Unkn 

 

 Correlation:  

Correlated with … Value 

TCP Probe 0.60 
 

Table 7: Correlation for TCP Unknown 
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UDP PROBE 

 

 Temporal graph: 

 

   Figure 80: UDP Probe sources along time 

 [Vmin, Vmax]: [18371, 334981] 

 Mean: 87855.4 

 Standard Deviation: 44343.8 

 Histogram / distribution: 

 

       Figure 81: QQ plot for UDP Probe                   Figure 82: Distribution for UDP Probe 

 Period: 24h 

 

             Figure 83: General UDP Probe              Figure 84: Mon-Fri UDP Probe                        Figure 85: Weekends UDP Prob 
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 Correlation:  

Correlated with … Value 

Source IP -0.75 

UDP Vertical Scan 0.86 

UDP Horizontal Scan 0.86 

UDP Unknown 0.95 

1 or 2 packets 0.87 

# sources 0.91 
 

Table 8: Correlation for UDP Probe 

 

 

UDP VERTICAL SCAN 

 

 Temporal graph: 

 

Figure 86: UDP Vertical Scan sources along time 

 

 [Vmin, Vmax]: [774, 5728] 

 Mean: 2061.4 

 Standard Deviation: 775.9 
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 Histogram / distribution: 

 

               Figure 87: QQ plot for UDP Vertical Scan           Figure 88: Distribution for UDP Vertical Scan 

 

 Period: 24h 

    

             Figure 89: Gen UDP Vert. Sc              Figure 90: Mon-Fri UDP Vert. Sc               Figure 91: Weekends UDP Vert. Sc 

 

 Correlation:  

Correlated with … Value 

Source IP -0.72 

UDP Probe 0.86 

UDP Horizontal Scan 0.74 

UDP Unknown 0.78 

1 or 2 packets 0.71 

# sources 0.77 
 

     Table 9: Correlation for UDP Vertical Scan 
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UDP HORIZONTAL SCAN 

 

 Temporal graph: 

 

Figure 92: UDP Horizontal Scan sources along time 

 [Vmin, Vmax]: [1327, 14612] 

 Mean: 4310.7 

 Standard Deviation: 2252.2 

 Histogram / distribution: 

 

         Figure 93: QQ plot for UDP Horiz. Scan          Figure 94: Distribution for UDP Horiz. Scan 

 Period: 24h 

   

      Figure 95: Gen  UDP Hor Sc                    Figure 96: Mon-Fri  UDP Hor Sc                    Figure 97: Weekends UDP Hor Sc 
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 Correlation:  

Correlated with … Value 

UDP Probe 0.95 

UDP Vertical Scan 0.89 

UDP Unknown 0.79 

1 or 2 packets 0.91 

# sources 0.95 
 

  Table 10: Correlation for UDP Horizontal Scan 

 

UDP UNKNOWN 

 

 Temporal graph: 

 

Figure 98: UDP Unknown sources along time 

 

 [Vmin, Vmax]: [7796, 662388] 

 Mean: 105888.8 

 Standard Deviation: 66245.1 

 Histogram / distribution: 

 

        Figure 99: QQ plot for UDP Unknown          Figure 100: Distribution for UDP Unknown 
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 Period: 24h 

 

        Figure 101: Gen UDP Unkn             Figure 102: Mon-Fri UDP Unkn                 Figure 103: Weekends UDP Unkn 

 

 Correlation:  

 

Correlated with … Value 

Source IP -0.77 

UDP Probe 0.95 

UDP Vertical Scan 0.89 

UDP Horizontal Scan 0.79 

1 or 2 packets 0.91 

# sources 0.95 
      

       Table 11: Correlation for UDP Unknown 

 

 

ICMP ONLY 

 

 Temporal graph: 

 

Figure 104: ICMP sources along time 
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 [Vmin, Vmax]: [3229, 14928] 

 Mean: 7314.9 

 Standard Deviation: 2829.1 

 Histogram / distribution: 

 

                   Figure 105: QQ plot for ICMP only        Figure 106: Distribution for ICMP Only 

 

 Period: No 

 Correlation:  No 

 

 

 

TCP AND UDP 

 

 Temporal graph: 

 

Figure 107: TCP and UDP sources along time 
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 [Vmin, Vmax]: [11639, 23292] 

 Mean: 17135.3 

 Standard Deviation: 2758.2 

 Histogram / distribution: 

 

       Figure 108: QQ plot for TCP and UDP                 Figure 109: Distribution for TCP and UDP 

 

 Period: 24h 

 

Figure 110: Gen for TCP&UDP            Figure 111: Mon-Fri for TCP&UDP        Figure 112: Weekends for TCP&UDP 

 

 Correlation:  

 

Correlated with … Value 

Destination IP 0.81 

TCP Vertical Scan 0.68 

Torrent 0.87 

TCP 445 Horizontal Scan 0.95 
 

        Table 12: Correlation for TCP and UDP 
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TORRENT 

 

 Temporal graph: 

 

Figure 113: Torrent sources along time 

 [Vmin, Vmax]: [12859, 57413] 

 Mean: 24683.0 

 Standard Deviation: 6766.3 

 Histogram / distribution: 

 

          Figure 114: QQ plot for Torrent            Figure 115: Distribution for Torrent 

 Period: 24h 

 

               Figure 116: General Torrent             Figure 117: Mon-Fri Torrent          Figure 118: Weekends Torrent 
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 Correlation 

Correlated with … Value 

Destination IP 0.81 

TCP Vertical Scan 0.73 

TCP & UDP 0.87 

TCP 445 Horizontal Scan 0.89 
 

Table 13: Correlation for Torrent 

 

 

CONFICKER-C 

 

 Temporal graph: 

 

Figure 119: Conficker-C sources along time 

 [Vmin, Vmax]: [10981, 17399] 

 Mean: 14185.5 

 Standard Deviation: 1725.7 

 Histogram / distribution: 

 

          Figure 120: QQ plot for Conficker                                      Figure 121: Distribution for Conficker 
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 Period: 24h/weekly 

 

      Figure 122: General Conficker        Figure 123: Mon-Fri Conficker       Figure 124: Weekends Conficker 

 

 Correlation 

Correlated with … Value 

TCP & UDP 0.63 

TCP 445 Horizontal Scan 0.65 
 

Table 14: Correlation for Conficker-C 

 

 

1 OR 2 PACKETS 

 

 Temporal graph: 

 

Figure 125: 1 or 2 packets source along time 

 

 [Vmin, Vmax]: [82241, 3048318] 

 Mean: 665977.1 

 Standard Deviation: 377981.63 
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 Histogram / distribution: 

 

           Figure 126: QQ plot for 1 or 2 packets         Figure 127: Distribution for 1 or 2 packets 

 

 Period: 24h/12h 

 

      Figure 128: Gen 1 or 2 pack                 Figure 129: Mon-Fri 1 or 2 pack            Figure 130: Weekends 1 or 2 pack 

 

 Correlation 

Correlated with … Value 

Source IP -0.86 

UDP Probe 0.87 

UDP Vertical Scan 0.82 

UDP Horizontal Scan 0.71 

UDP Unknown 0.91 

# Sources 0.99 
 

Table 15: Correlation for 1 or 2 packets 
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TCP BACKSCATTER 

 

 Temporal graph: 

 

      Figure 131: TCP Backscatter sources along time 

 [Vmin, Vmax]: [179, 3214] 

 Mean: 377.3 

 Standard Deviation: 194.2 

 Histogram / distribution: 

 

                     Figure 132: QQ plot for TCP Backscatter                Figure 133: Distribution for TCP Backscatter 

 Period: 24h 

 

        Figure 134: Gen TCP Back            Figure 135: Mon-Fri TCP Back      Figure 136: Weekends TCP Back 

 Correlation: No 
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DNS BACKSCATTER 

 

 Temporal graph: 

 

Figure 137: DNS Backscatter sources along time 

 [Vmin, Vmax]: [21, 73] 

 Mean: 40.1 

 Standard Deviation: 9.8 

 Histogram / distribution: 

 

Figure 138: QQ plot for DNS Backs                    Figure 139: Distribution for DNS Backs 

 

 Period: No 

 Correlation: No 

 

 

ICMP BACKSCATTER 

 

This method did not give us any traffic source for ICMP Backscatter packets. We have no results for this 

signal. 
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TCP 445 HORIZONTAL SCAN 

 

 Temporal graph: 

 

       Figure 140: TCP 445 Horizontal Scan sources along time 

 [Vmin, Vmax]: [65136, 139107] 

 Mean: 99313.4 

 Standard Deviation: 22025.5 

 Histogram / distribution: 

 

  Figure 141: QQ plot for TCP 445 Hor. Scan             Figure 142: Distribution for TCP 445 Hor. Scan 

 

 Period: 24h 

 

               Figure 143: General TCP 445                            Figure 144: Mon-Fri TCP 445              Figure 145: Weekends TCP 445 
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 Correlation:  

Correlated with … Value 

Destination IP 0.62 

TCP Vertical Scan 0.74 

TCP and UDP 0.95 

Torrent 0.89 

Conficker-C 0.65 
 

Table 16: Correlation for TCP 445 Horizontal Scan 

 

NUMBER OF SOURCES 

 

 Temporal graph: 

 

Figure 146: Total number of unique sources along time 

 [Vmin, Vmax]: [329833, 4240354] 

 Mean: 1101799.6 

 Standard Deviation: 483738.7 

 Histogram / distribution: 

 

       Figure 147: QQ plot for number of sources   Figure 148: Distribution for number of sources 

 Period: 24h 
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             Figure 149: General # sources                     Figure 150: Mon-Fri # sources                Figure 151: Weekends # sources 

 

 Correlation:  

Correlated with … Value 

Source IP -0.83 

UDP Probe 0.91 

UDP Vertical Scan 0.85 

UDP Horizontal Scan 0.77 

UDP Unknown 0.95 

1 or 2 packets 0.99 
 

   Table 17: Correlation for number of sources 

 

 

 

 

5.2. CAPTURING NETWORK VALUES 

 

In this section we present the results that we obtained using RapidMiner to predict the smee source type’s 

peaks using the entropy values. For each smee feature there will be displayed three results:  

 Accuracy of the predictions: A percentage calculated as (correct predicted values/total values) x 

100 with its margin of error. 

 Confusion Matrix: A 3x3 matrix that shows the predicted values, the real ones and the wrong 

predicted ones. 

 Graph:  A smee source signal along time with real and predicted peaks. 

 

 

HOW TO READ THE CONFUSION MATRIX 

 

This subsection has the purpose to explain shortly how to read the matrixes that will be displayed during 

this section.  
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Example: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can read the confusion matrix in three directions 

 From left to right: (Example: first row) from the total amount of predicted 0s, 557 were truly 0, 70 

were truly 1s and 58 were truly -1s.  

 From up to bottom:  (Example: first column) from the total amount of real 0s, 557 were well 

predicted, 4 were predicted as 1s and 15 were predicted as -1s.  

 Diagonal: Correct predicted cases 

 

Once it is understood, we can proceed showing the results of the predictions for each smee source type. 

 
 
 

UNCLASSIFIED 

 

Real entropy values Peak entropy values 

Accuracy: 81.11% +/- 3.24% (mikro: 81.11%) Accuracy: 80.28% +/- 0.34% (mikro: 80.28%) 

Confusion matrix Confusion matrix 

 0 1 -1  0 1 -1 

0 535 42 51 0 571 67 69 

1 25 30 1 1 2 5 0 

-1 17 0 19 -1 4 0 2 

 

Table 19: Predictions and real values for Unclassified 

 

 0 1 -1 

0 557 70 58 

1 4 2 0 

-1 15 0 14 

Table 18: Instructions to read the confusion matrix 

Prediction 

R
ea

l 
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Figure 152: Predictions and real values for Unclassified 

 

 

TCP PROBE 

 

Real entropy values Peak entropy values 

Accuracy: 78.06% +/- 1.04% (mikro: 78.06%) Accuracy: 79.44% +/- 1.73% (mikro: 79.44%) 

Confusion matrix Confusion matrix 

 0 1 -1  0 1 -1 

0 21 30 4 0 12 14 1 

1 49 521 48 1 60 552 63 

-1 2 25 20 -1 0 10 8 

 

Table 20: Predictions and real values for TCP Probe 

 

 

Figure 153: Predictions and real values for TCP Probe 
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TCP VERTICAL SCAN 

 

Real entropy values Peak entropy values 

Accuracy: 80.69% +/- 2.89% (mikro: 80.69%) Accuracy: 78.06% +/- 1.43% (mikro: 78.06%) 

Confusion matrix Confusion matrix 

 0 1 -1  0 1 -1 

0 510 47 26 0 547 63 66 

1 32 25 0 1 14 9 0 

-1 34 0 46 -1 15 0 6 

 

Table 21: Predictions and real values for TCP Vertical Scan 

 

 

Figure 154: Predictions and real values for TCP Vertical Scan 

 

 

TCP HORIZONTAL SCAN 

 

Real entropy values Peak entropy values 

Accuracy: 80.14% +/- 2.97% (mikro: 80.14%) Accuracy: 78.75% +/- 1.36% (mikro: 78.75%) 

Confusion matrix Confusion matrix 

 0 1 -1  0 1 -1 

0 19 18 0 0 0 1 0 

1 53 541 55 1 70 561 66 

-1 0 17 17 -1 2 14 6 

 

Table 22: Predictions and real values for TCP Horizontal Scan 
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Figure 155: Predictions and real values for TCP Horizontal Scan 

 

 

TCP UNKNOWN 

 

Real entropy values Peak entropy values 

Accuracy: 77.92% +/- 2.38% (mikro: 77.92%) Accuracy: 77.36% +/- 1.94% (mikro: 77.36%) 

Confusion matrix Confusion matrix 

 0 1 -1  0 1 -1 

0 526 57 51 0 531 57 59 

1 23 14 0 1 21 15 2 

-1 27 1 21 -1 24 0 11 

 

Table 23: Predictions and real values for TCP Unknown 

 

 

Figure 156: Predictions and real values for TCP Unknown 
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UDP PROBE 

 

Real entropy values Peak entropy values 

Accuracy: 81.53% +/- 2.69% (mikro: 81.53%) Accuracy: 79.31% +/- 0.81% (mikro: 79.31%) 

Confusion matrix Confusion matrix 

 0 1 -1  0 1 -1 

0 537 48 43 0 565 67 70 

1 22 24 2 1 8 5 0 

-1 18 0 26 -1 4 0 1 

 

Table 24: Predictions and real values for UDP Probe 

 

 

Figure 157: Predictions and real values for UDP Probe 

 

UDP VERTICAL SCAN 

 

Real entropy values Peak entropy values 

Accuracy: 74.72% +/- 0.71% (mikro: 74.72%) Accuracy: 79.31% +/- 1.11% (mikro: 79.31%) 

Confusion matrix Confusion matrix 

 0 1 -1  0 1 -1 

0 514 59 59 0 566 71 68 

1 37 12 1 1 2 1 0 

-1 25 1 12 -1 8 0 4 

 

Table 25: Predictions and real values for UDP Vertical Scan 
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Figure 158: Predictions and real values for UDP Vertical Scan 

 

UDP HORIZONTAL SCAN 

 

Real entropy values Peak entropy values 

Accuracy: 81.53% +/- 1.21% (mikro: 81.53%) Accuracy: 80.42% +/- 0.81% (mikro: 80.42%) 

Confusion matrix Confusion matrix 

 0 1 -1  0 1 -1 

0 538 56 39 0 561 64 62 

1 19 16 0 1 5 8 0 

-1 19 0 33 -1 10 0 10 

 

Table 26: Predictions and real values for UDP Horizontal Scan 

 

 

Figure 159: Predictions and real values for UDP Horizontal Scan 
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UDP UNKNOWN 

 

Real entropy values Peak entropy values 

Accuracy: 79.72% +/- 0.52% (mikro: 79.72%) Accuracy: 79.44% +/- 0.71% (mikro: 79.44%) 

Confusion matrix Confusion matrix 

 0 1 -1  0 1 -1 

0 532 46 55 0 564 72 64 

1 22 26 1 1 4 0 0 

-1 22 0 16 -1 8 0 8 

 

Table 27: Predictions and real values for UDP Unknown 

 

 

Figure 160: Predictions and real values for UDP Unknown 

 

 

ICMP ONLY 

 

Real entropy values Peak entropy values 

Accuracy: 81.11% +/- 2.54% (mikro: 81.11%) Accuracy: 80.97% +/- 1.62% (mikro: 80.97%) 

Confusion matrix Confusion matrix 

 0 1 -1  0 1 -1 

0 537 39 55 0 562 58 65 

1 26 33 3 1 10 14 0 

-1 13 0 14 -1 4 0 7 

 

Table 28: Predictions and real values for ICMP Only 
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Figure 161: Predictions and real values for ICMP Only 

 

TCP & UDP 

 

Real entropy values Peak entropy values 

Accuracy: 79.31% +/- 1.93% (mikro: 79.31%) Accuracy: 79.44% +/- 1.04% (mikro: 79.44%) 

Confusion matrix Confusion matrix 

 0 1 -1  0 1 -1 

0 20 19 1 0 8 12 0 

1 51 536 56 1 64 562 70 

-1 1 21 15 -1 0 2 2 

 

Table 29: Predictions and real values for TCP & UDP 

 

 

Figure 162: Predictions and real values for TCP & UDP 
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µTORRENT 

 

Real entropy values Peak entropy values 

Accuracy: 81.25% +/- 2.95% (mikro: 81.25%) Accuracy: 77.50% +/- 3.22% (mikro: 77.50%) 

Confusion matrix Confusion matrix 

 0 1 -1  0 1 -1 

0 39 31 1 0 16 20 0 

1 33 521 46 1 56 537 67 

-1 0 24 25 -1 0 19 5 

 

Table 30: Predictions and real values for uTorrent 

 

 

Figure 163: Predictions and real values for uTorrent 

 

 

CONFICKER-C 

 

Real entropy values Peak entropy values 

Accuracy: 79.03% +/- 2.21% (mikro: 79.03%) Accuracy: 79.17% +/- 0.76% (mikro: 79.17%) 

Confusion matrix Confusion matrix 

 0 1 -1  0 1 -1 

0 17 18 1 0 13 17 0 

1 53 535 54 1 56 556 71 

-1 2 23 17 -1 0 3 1 

 

Table 31: Predictions and real values for Conficker-C 
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Figure 164: Predictions and real values for Conficker-C 

 

1 OR 2 PACKETS 

 

Real entropy values Peak entropy values 

Accuracy: 83.61% +/- 0.56% (mikro: 83.61%) Accuracy: 81.25% +/- 1.16% (mikro: 81.25%) 

Confusion matrix Confusion matrix 

 0 1 -1  0 1 -1 

0 542 44 40 0 556 64 51 

1 15 28 0 1 7 8 0 

-1 19 0 32 -1 13 0 21 

 

Table 32: Predictions and real values for 1 or 2 packets 

 

 

         Figure 165: Predictions and real values for 1 or 2 packets 
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TCP BACKSCATTER 

 

Real entropy values Peak entropy values 

Accuracy: 77.36% +/- 2.04% (mikro: 77.36%) Accuracy: 79.03% +/- 1.78% (mikro: 79.03%) 

Confusion matrix Confusion matrix 

 0 1 -1  0 1 -1 

0 517 44 56 0 559 60 71 

1 22 24 0 1 12 9 0 

-1 40 1 16 -1 8 0 1 

 

Table 33: Predictions and real values for TCP Backscatter 

 

            Figure 166: Predictions and real values for TCP Backscatter 

 

 

DNS BACKSCATTER 

 

Real entropy values Peak entropy values 

Accuracy: 77.50% +/- 3.79% (mikro: 77.50%) Accuracy: 81.67% +/- 0.71% (mikro: 81.67%) 

Confusion matrix Confusion matrix 

 0 1 -1  0 1 -1 

0 8 18 0 0 0 2 0 

1 55 544 61 1 64 586 65 

-1 1 27 6 -1 0 1 2 

 

Table 34: Predictions and real values for DNS Backscatter 
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Figure 167: Predictions and real values for DNS Backscatter 

 

ICMP BACKSCATTER 

 

No traffic measures for this feature because no such traffic was present in the darkspace traces. 

 

TCP 445 HORIZONTAL SCAN 

 

Real entropy values Peak entropy values 

Accuracy: 77.64% +/- 1.72% (mikro: 77.64%) Accuracy: 79.86% +/- 1.58% (mikro: 79.86%) 

Confusion matrix Confusion matrix 

 0 1 -1  0 1 -1 

0 530 56 58 0 555 67 57 

1 25 15 0 1 4 5 0 

-1 21 1 14 -1 17 0 15 

 

Table 35: Predictions and real values for TCP 445 Horizontal Scan 
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Figure 168: Predictions and real values for TCP 445 Horizontal Scan 

 

 
 
 

5.3 DISCUSSION 

 

In this section we are going to explain and discuss the results we previously introduced in this chapter.  

With a naked eye we can extract some results from the temporal graph of the entropy and smee signals, 

like the periodicity present in features like Destination IP and TCP Vertical Scan. In some cases we can even 

observe that there is a daily and weekly pattern at the same time, for example looking at the graphs of 

Source IP and Conficker-C. In both cases we can see how the signal repeats itself every day but during 

Saturday and Sunday it decreases considerably.  

 

Figure 169: Weekly pattern for Conficker-C 

 

In other cases we cannot observe the periodicity of the signals for different reasons like there are too many 

peaks (case of TTL) or because they have a maximum and minimum value too close from each other with a 

low value for the standard deviation (case of the Source Port).  

Monday - Friday 
Weekends 
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For these reasons we decided that a solution that will fit to that problem is to calculate the periodicity of 

the signals numerically. Most of the signals have a 24h period, if they have any, and we have calculated the 

average curve for the period with its variation range.   

As we could see in the previous figure, there are some cases when the signal is not equal for the working 

days and the weekends. This is why we show three graphs that help us to see the difference between both 

groups and the weighted average.  

There are some cases where we can observe differences, either in the curve’s shape (i.e. TCP Probe and 

UDP Horizontal Scan) or in the errorbars (i.e. Source IP and TCP Horizontal Scan).  

 

 

              Figure 170: Mon-Fri TCP Unknown differences          Figure 171: Weekends TCP Unknown differences    

 

 

 

             Figure 172: Mon-Fri TCP Hor. Scan differences       Figure 173: Weekends TCP Hor. Scan differences    

 

Also it is possible to see a combination of both cases (Source Port, TTL) and some cases where we cannot 

see significant differences (i.e. TCP Vertical Scan).  

Differences in shape 

Differences in errorbar’s size 
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           Figure 174: Mon-Fri TTL differences                          Figure 175: Weekends TTL differences    

 

One remarkable thing from the temporal graph is that for some features we can see a peak at the 12
th

 of 

April. This is due to the Patch Tuesday.  

Every second Tuesday per month Microsoft  gives a list of security patches, and attackers use the 

information either to send traffic to machines that are not yet updated or to check if some security holes 

that have been already exploited are still open.   

 

 

Figure 176: Patch Tuesday UDP Probe 

 

For the smee source types we can see clearly how the traffic changes because of the Patch Tuesday. In the 

previous figure we can see it for UDP Probe but it is also very clear for UDP Vertical Scan, UDP Horizontal 

Scan, UDP Unknown, Torrent, 1 or 2 packets and number of sources. However for the entropy this day is 

not remarkable in the temporal graphs (visually talking; only Source IP decreases its entropy, which is 

reasonable because it means that some IP sources are sending a higher number of packets because they 

are scanning). 

Concerning the distribution, in general all the signals follow a non-parametric distribution. We can see this 

in the histogram and qq-plot graphs. Nevertheless some of the distributions for the entropy get a bit close 

to the normal distribution (the main difference is in the edges), this is the case of Destination IP, Source 

Port, Destination Port and Protocol.   

We also include the Confusion Matrix where we can see the real values and the predicted ones with their 

false positives and negatives.  

Differences in curve’s shape 

and errorbar’s size 

12
th

 of April 2012 

(Patch Tuesday) 
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              Figure 177: QQ plot for protocol     Figure 178: Histogram for Protocol 

 

If all the distributions were Gaussian (or at least very close to them) we would have calculated the peaks 

taking the values over µ + 2σ and under µ - 2σ, instead of using the quantile technique.  

We also wanted to study the correlation of the signals to see if there is a clear direct or inverse relation 

between features of both methods (entropy and smee).  The results are not remarkable for the entropy 

signals (there are some like an inverse relation between source IP and the number of unique sources and 

different UDP types of traffic of the smee source types).  However you can see more correlated signals 

between the smee source type features.  

In the second part of the results we try to predict the peaks of the smee source types using the entropy 

(real values and peaks) vectors as inputs.  The accuracy we obtain for all the cases is around 80% for both 

cases.  

There is not a method clearly superior. For instance we obtain a higher accuracy using the real values of 

the entropy for TCP Horizontal Scan, UDP Probe and Conficker-C, but also there are cases where using the 

entropy peak matrix as input gives higher accuracy in predictions (case of TCP Probe, UDP Vertical Scan and 

DNS Backscatter). Nevertheless the percentage of accuracy between both ways is slightly different. 

We also calculated the confusion matrix to check which values were well predicted and in the case of the 

wrong ones, what was the false prediction. In figures 178, 179 and 180 we can see graphically the meaning 

of the confusion matrix (Note: even if the values are not centered, they can only be 1, 0 or -1, but the 

artificial RapidMinder confusion perspective helps us to see the amount of points for each category). 

 

Differs in the edges 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sigma
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sigma
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                                               Figure 179: Set set role 1 or 2 packets 

 

 

Figure 180: Set set role for TCP Vertical Scan 

 

 

Figure 181: Set set role for UDP Probe 

 

We also show the graphs for each smee source type with the predicted and the real peaks. In general we 

can observe that when there are many real peaks together where the entropy detects them, but 

sometimes when there is one peak alone the model ignores it.  

 

 

Correct predicted 

values 

Total predicted 

zeros  

Prediction: 0 

Real value: -1  

Prediction: 0 

Real value: 1  

Prediction: 0 

Real value: 1  

Total of real zeros  

Prediction: -1 

Real value: 1  

Prediction: 1 

Real value: 1  
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Figure 182: TCP Vertical scan predictions and real values 

 

 

There are also some cases where peaks are not detected in smee and in entropy but we can clearly see it in 

the graph. That may happen because peaks were not selected with the most appropriate method.  

 

 

Figure 183: ICMP Only no peak 

 

We have to keep in mind that our model Smee source type method is doing the classification by looking 

inside the packets while we just look at selected header fields. Our model is doing a very simple analysis to 

get the feeling of what is going on the network with less computational cost.  

 

 

 

 

Many real peaks 

together: usually well 

predicted  

Isolated real peaks, not 

always predicted  

Nothing here 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

 

This is the last chapter and its purpose is to summarize the project and to contemplate the future work. 

 

 

6.1 FINDINGS AND GENERATED KNOWLEDGE 

 

During the last months we designed an entropy-based model to detect anomalies in the IP darkspace. In 

parallel, we used the smee tool to provide benchmarks of the evolution of known traffic events (source 

types) in order to evaluate the representativeness of the obtained entropy signals. Entropy analysis is a 

light, straightforward method that only requires simple traffic flow features. 

We tried to directly predict and find correlations between the extreme values of the traffic addressed to 

the IP darkspace by different type of sources and the entropy signals. We found that there is no evident or 

strong correlation to establish a direct causal relationship between the two types of outcomes (entropy 

and smee). In any case, entropy signals can provide a first, meaningful, low-accuracy reading of the traffic 

context. Here, it is worth reminding that, unlike smee source types, the entropy analysis does not require 

an in-depth packet inspection. 

This work is a first step in the entropy-based research of the IP darkspace traffic. The analysis, discussion, 

data and graphics provided here will be useful for further projects and the refinement of methods for 

traffic monitoring and anomaly detection based on entropy.   

 

 

 

6.2 FUTURE WORK 

 

Future work can consider the following aspects: 

 Performing analysis filtering or compensating the influence of the underlying 24-hour periodicity 

imposed by the total amount of IP sources per hour.   

 Comparing entropy signals with alternative outcomes provided by other traffic analysis tools, e.g. 

patterns obtained from clustering solutions [47]. 

 Study the prediction capabilities for traffic identification of entropy models that also take into 

account past values of the input and output signals, e.g. autoregressive integrated moving average 

(ARIMA model). 
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